Organization and Assessment of Efficiency of Intra Corporate Control in the Large Coal Mining Company
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Abstract - The paper describes the need of improvement of intra corporate control of the enterprise of the coal-mining industry. The description of the principles of creation, model of realization of intra corporate control as sets of mechanisms of its organization and an assessment, and also stages of their application are given. It also describes the analysis of the financial indicators of efficiency of activity of the coal-mining industry enterprise, for an assessment of productivity of the system of intra corporate control. The main result of research is the new method of solution of the problem of creation of intra corporate control system using a matrix of control procedures for the assessment of risks for business processes taking into account the branch specifics. This method will increase efficiency of management decision-making on productivity of business processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The adverse economic situation in the conditions of the resource oriented economy (the oil and gas income makes nearly a half of revenues of the budget, and minerals account for about 2/3 of the Russian exports) is the strongest motivation for economic entities to search the reserves, ways of costs optimization and new opportunities for increase of efficiency of business [1, 2, 3]. Considering the need for the coal-mining enterprises to keep positions in the market at the existing tendencies of the industry development, in the management activity it is very important to find solutions to the problems of costs reduction and maximizing of revenue. Therefore, in the conditions of coal prices decrease enterprises make considerable efforts on ensuring increase in production. Due to the fact that the production of coal production is largely capital intensive and based on the size of the coal enterprises, even small in relation to the specific cost reduction or increase in production volumes gives a significant effect much greater than the costs. The relevance of the research topic is determined by the need to improve the efficiency of the company through the development and use of models and algorithms for the organization and evaluation of the effectiveness of internal corporate controls, due to its special role in the corporation The analysis of works by Russian and foreign authors on this problem allowed us to summarize the existing experience in organization of monitoring, identify the problems and the lack of study of these issues. Views on the organization of internal control are based on various methodological approaches which are insufficiently theoretically proved. All these problems allow to draw a conclusion on need of improvement of system of the organization of intra corporate control and an assessment of its efficiency.

II. OBJECT OF RESEARCH

The object of research in this paper is JSC SUEK-Kuzbass. It is one of the largest coal-mining companies of holding type in Kuzbass. This enterprise is taken as an example for description of the principles of the organization of intra corporate control.

The plans of JSC “SUEK-Kuzbass” provide for a gradual increase in the volumes of production, processing, and sales (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Planned indicators of JSC SUEK-Kuzbass

However, despite the planned increase in production figures, the financial performance of the company over the past three years is getting worse - there is a gradual decrease in income before income taxes, interest and amortization, and net assets of the company, indicating the reduction of its investment attractiveness and market value of the property (Fig. 2).
In addition, loss-making activity of the company before interest and taxes with an increasing trend indicates a significant amount of depreciation costs which is not offset by the earned income.
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Fig. 2. Financial indicators of activity of JSC SUEK-Kuzbass

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

One of the most effective actions for costs optimization and increase in efficiency of activity, including due to increase in production volumes, is creation of the system of intra corporate control using the process approach to management [4, 5].

Intra corporate control can be characterized as the process of corporate activity management in order to ensure efficient and profitable operations, reliable reporting and compliant to the legislation activity, i.e. efficient use of its resources, soundness of its assets, compliance with the legislative requirements [6, 7].

Despite existence of the legislative requirements on ensuring internal control, its organization is complicated due to indistinct formulations defining the content of the given type of control in regulations and also due to insufficient methodical recommendations on its implementation.

Effective implementation of intra corporate control assumes observance of system of the fundamental principles (fig. 3).

The body of principles is the basis of effective functioning of intra corporate control system, and the order of their combination depends on concrete circumstances [8].

Researches showed that an unambiguous technique of an assessment of intra corporate control system effectiveness in literature and normative documents isn't given, authors differ in the points of view, and in their opinion [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], the most reliable way of defining control efficiency is the testing method on certain questions of creation of reviews of the special indicators characterizing efficiency of intra corporate control. Also, it must be kept in mind that with an effective system of intra corporate control the indicators of efficiency of the enterprise activity have to improve in dynamics. However, the dynamics of JSC SUEK-Kuzbass financial indicators for 2013-2015 (See the Table) show the deterioration of efficiency of its activity that was expressed in the growth of unprofitability of use of assets, decrease in production potential, besides, the company throughout the entire period was financially dependent on external sources and insolvent with a tendency of further deterioration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles of creation of system of intra corporate control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation on realization of strategy of the enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on quantitative standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifunctionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility of creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity of creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Principles of creation of intra corporate control system

TABLE – Financial indicators of efficiency of JSC SUEK-Kuzbass activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Year 2013</th>
<th>Year 2014</th>
<th>Year 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Coefficient of financial independence, %</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Coefficient of the current liquidity, %</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>52.74</td>
<td>33.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Unprofitability of assets, %</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>30.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Coefficient of real cost of fixed assets, %</td>
<td>78.08</td>
<td>63.53</td>
<td>65.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the assessment allow judging of the need of further improvement of the internal control system existing in the company.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model of realization of the intra corporate control and assessment of its efficiency can be presented in the form of the mechanism of the organization of the intra corporate control and the mechanism of an assessment of its efficiency (Fig. 4).

The mechanism of the organization of the intra corporate control assumes stage-by-stage performance of the following actions: definition of essential risks and business processes for the coal-mining enterprises; a choice of criteria of an assessment of risks on the level of influence, probability of approach and speed of realization; drawing up the card of risks and business processes by types and criteria of an assessment; formation of a matrix of risks and business processes for an
assessment and response; development of a matrix of control procedures for the main business processes for minimization of risks.

The mechanism of an assessment of intra corporate control assumes carrying out an assessment on separate problems of management – efficiency and profitability of operations, reliability of the reporting, compliance of activity to the current legislation, – and also an integrated assessment of intra corporate control.

- environmental risks – the risks connected with probability of approach of a civil liability for causing damage to environment, and also life and human health, in particular, features of development of natural minerals [19];
- financial risks – the risks connected with possibility of failure of the financial obligations because of an economic crisis.

For determination of size of influence of risks selection of criteria of an assessment was made: level of risk influence, level of probability of risk occurrence, speed of risks realization. All risks were ranged on probability of their emergence as high, average and low. For the description and an assessment of risks of JSC SUEK-Kuzbass the card of risks which represents the list of all risks of the company is made, allows to range risks on their importance, effectively to trace changes. The card of risks determining the level of risk influence, probability of its approach and speed of realization is created on the basis of data of accounting (financial) reporting. The generalizing assessment of risks is carried out on the basis of a matrix of risks on business processes proceeding from criteria of the risks accepted for an assessment and business processes specific for the coal mining enterprises. After an evaluation stage of risks follows the stage of response to risk on which development of actions for risk management, that is control procedures (set of the methods and rules used by management for receiving confidence that the objectives of control will be achieved) is necessary.

The matrix of control procedures is developed on the basis of the analysis of the card of risks of a number of the coal mining companies and represents the list of all developed control procedures on business processes in using of process approach risks probability, level of influence and speed of realization is established. Depending on specifics of coal mining industry the business processes having direct influence on the reporting were allocated: purchase and stockpile management, coal mining, sales, finance, forecasting and budgeting, account and reporting, taxes, information technologies, personnel, safety of production. In each of these business processes existence of control procedures which ultimate goal is providing to authors of the reporting full and the correct entering information for preparation of the reporting and the list of control procedures for minimization of the corresponding risk is supposed. Using of control procedures will allow to operate risks of company on business processes, and also to reduce period of procedures of external audit, therefore, to cut expenses on annual audit.

For the solution of this task web product ARIS Audit Manager allowing to automate procedures of testing, creations of the reporting under its results, working on the basis of ARIS is used. This product is the decision on management of business processes leading in the market, providing the enterprise with all documentation necessary for coverage of all life cycle of system of intra corporate control (from documenting and testing before monitoring) [20].

![Diagram of the mechanism of the organization of intra corporate control](image)

**Fig. 4. Model of realization of intra corporate control**

Modern approach to the organization of intra corporate control provides not only control of performance of planned indicators and ensuring reliability of corporation accounting (financial) reporting, but also detection of the risk factors capable to have impact on financial stability of corporation [16, 17]. Classification of risks by the sphere of emergence is caused by feature of activity of the coal-mining enterprises [18]:
- commercial risks – the risks arising in the course of sales and connected with decline in demand for coal;
- technical and production risks – the risks connected with failure of the plans and obligations for production as a result of an adverse effect of environment, in particular, deterioration of mining-and-geological conditions;
- social risks – the risks caused by change of quality of manpower, professional mobility, social loyalty, in particular...
The following methods serve as the most important instrument of control of profitability of operations:

1) The analytical coefficients characterizing ratios between various indicators of accounting (financial) reporting. Calculating of financial indicators and their comparison to their industry average values are the first step of intra corporate control [21].

2) For an assessment and control of activity and the administrative personnel efficiency the KPI technique is used (Key Performance Indicators, or Key indicators of efficiency). It is a system of an assessment for definition of achievement of operational and strategic objectives of the enterprise [13]. KPI helps the company to estimate the current situation and to increase efficiency of realization of own strategy of development.

3) Indicators of estimation of cost of business.

4) Integrated assessment.

For an assessment of efficiency of achievement of such purposes as reliability of the reporting and compliance of activity to the legislation matrices of control procedures for business processes are used. For an integrated assessment of intra corporate control the matrix of an assessment of results of the integrated analysis on the basis of a mark method can be used.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In relation to the coal mining enterprises, in particular, of JSC SUEK-Kuzbass, the new method of a solution of the problem of creation of intra corporate control system which includes the mechanism of formation of matrices of control procedures with use of matrices of risks for business processes taking into account the branch specifics, and a technique of an assessment of intra corporate control system effectiveness is offered, and also documentary providing of this system is developed. Need of the organization and an assessment of intra corporate control efficiency with use of a complex of tools is caused by realization of a main objective of intra corporate control – increase of efficiency of enterprise activity that will allow to make quickly management decisions on increase in business processes productivity.
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